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1. INTRODLJCTI~N 
We are concerned with the general linear two-point boundary value problem 
for systems of ordinary differential equations. It is traditional by now to write 
the differential equations in the form 
where A, B, C, D are (m x m), (m x n), (n x m) and (n x n) matrices, res- 
pectively; u(z), e(z) are m-vectors and V(Z), f(z) are n-vectors; the boundary 
conditions as 
where a!1 , aa , A , P2 , yl , y2 , 6, , a,, are (m x m), (n x m), (m x n), (n x n), 
(m x in), (n x m), (m x n) and (n x n) matrices, respectively; and qr is 
an m-vector, ~a is an n-vector. 
Scott [2-71 has developed a version of invariant imbedding for the solution 
of (1 .l), (1.2) which has a number of practical advantages over competing 
algorithms. The Scott algorithm consists of the following steps 
1. Integrate the following equations over the interval [0, x]. 
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R’&) = f-q.4 + 44 %(4 + w.4 W) + m4 cc4 JUG 
R,(O) = 0; 
(1.3) 
R’&) = 44 u4 + M4 cc4 w4 
R,(O) = I; (1.4) 
R'&) = 44 w4 + a4 cc4 W) + mM4 + 44 
R3(0) = 0; 
(1.5) 
Q'&> = Q&d CC4 W9 + Q&4 W), QdO> = I; U-6) 
Q’d4 = Q&9 CC4 Q4 Q&X = 0; (1.7) 
Q’&4 = Qkdf@) + Qk4 CC4 W>~ Q@) = 0; (1.8) 
where R,(z), Z?*(Z), Q1(z), QZ(z) are (111 x n), (m x m), (n x n), (n x m) matri- 
ces, respectively, &(z) is an m-vector and Q3(~) is an n-vector. 
Equation (1.3) is a matrix Riccati equation and the remaining equations are 
linear. 
2. To the boundary conditions (1.2), adjoin Scott’s transformations, the 
the generalized Riccati transformation (1.9) and the recovery equation (1.10). 
u(z) = R,(z) u(z) + R*(z) u(O) + w4, (1.9) 
v(O) = Q&J 44 + Q&4 40) + Q&d. (1.10) 
evaluated at x = X. Solve this system of linear algebraic equations for the 
unknowns U(O), v(O), U(X), V(X). 
3. With the initial conditions u(O), and v(0) now known, use the trans- 
formations (1.9) and (1.10) to generate the solution to (1. I), (1.2). In principal 
one could also integrate (1 .l) forward, but this is not recommended and may not 
be successful for sensitive systems such as stiff equations. 
Scott mentions only in passing that the transformations (1.9), (1.10) can be 
motivated from a physical point of view (in neutron transport) and from a 
mathematical point of view [2-71. The matter is not pursued in any depth. 
Our purpose in this paper is to give a new derivation of Scott’s algorithm with 
a new motivation for the transformations (1.9), (1 .lO). Our approach is based on 
the standard representation of the solutions of (1.1) and a representation due to 
Levin [l] of the solution of the matrix Riccati equation. It is our hope that the 
derivation will give a deeper insight into what is happening numerically when a 
problem is solved by invariant imbedding, particularly when the problem has no 
connection with neutron transport. 
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2. mTHEhlATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
As mentioned in the Introduction, our derivation is based on the standard 
representation of (1. I ) and Levin’s theorem [I]. The representation of the solu- 
tion of (1.1) is 
where 
The fundamental matrix M(z), an (m + n) x (m + n) matrix, is partitioned as 
ibf(z) = 1 Ml(Z) iW2(Z) M,(z) M*(z) I (2.3) 
and is the solution of the matrix-matrix initial value problem. 
Mfl(z) M’,(z) 
ar(z) = L,(z) 1-r A(z) - M’,(z) B(z)] M(z), -C(z) -D(z) (2.4) 
M(0) = I = t I:1 , (2.5) 
where Ml , Mz , Ma , M, have the same dimensions as A, B, C, D, respectively, 
and 1, and I,, are the (m x m) and (n x n) identity matrices, respectively. 
In anticipation of our development we expand (2.4) to obtain 
M’,(z) = A(z) Ml(z) + B(z) MS(z), 
M’,(z) = A(z) M&) $- B(z) M&4, 
M’3(z) = - [C(z) MA4 + 44 M&4 
M;(z) = -[C(z) n!&(z) + D(x) M&z)]. 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
(2.6~) 
(2.6d) 
For our purpose it is convenient to write (2.1) as 
M,(a)] (“‘1 + (“,I+;) , 
M,(z) c2 
where 
(2.7) 
4(z) is an m-vector, and I/(Z) is an n-vector. 
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It follows that 
(2.9) 
with the initial conditions 
C(O) = 0, I)(O) = 0. (2.10) 
The representation due to Levin [I] which we need is the following: 
Consider the Riccati matrix differential equation 
R',(z) = B(d t A(z) R&4 + RlC.4 q4 + Rl(4 cc4 Rl(4, (2.11) 
where A(z), +), G), W), %( z are (m x m), (m-x n), (n x m), (fz x n), ) 
and (m x n) matrices, respectively. 
Let s tz J, an interval, and let R,(s) be given. Then 
W) = Pfl(4 Rl(S) + %c41 [n/l,@4 w + M*(41-1 (2.12) 
is for z sufficiently close to s, the solution of (2.11), having the initial matrix 
R,(s) at z = s, where the Mi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are given by (2.3), (2.4), (2.5). In our 
application of (2.1 I), s = 0, and R,(O) = 0, so the Levin’s representation reduces 
to 
R,(z) = M*(z) M*(.zy. (2.13) 
3. NEW DERIVATION OF SCOTT'S ALGORITHM 
Since by (2.2) cr = u(O), and c, = z(O), we may write the second equation of 
(2.7) as 
or as 
44 = Md.4 40 + we4 5 + 9w (3.1) 
cg = M&)-l [v(z) - M&z) u(0) - l/J(z)]. (3.2) 
If (3.2) is substituted into the first equation of (2.7), the result is 
Referring to (3.3), we know by (2.13) that R,(z) = M&) M4(z)-1 and that 
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R,(z) satisfies (2.1 I) when R,(O) == 0. N OK in anticipation of the final result, we 
set 
and 
I?&) = cjq.z) - lqz) M&z)-1 i&z) = gz) - R&) #(2). (3.5) 
If  we differentiate (3.4), substitute (2.6a) and (2.6~) for M’r(z) and M’,(z), 
substitute (2.11) for R’,(x), and collect terms, we find that 
R’,(s) = [A(.z) + R,(z) C(z)] R,(z). (3.6) 
From (3.4), it follows that 
R,(O) = fill(O) = I,, . (3.7) 
Similarly if we differentiate (3.5), substitute for 4’(z) and 4’(z) from (2.9), 
substitute for R’,(z) from (2.11) and collect terms, we find that 
R’&) = [-qz) t- R,(x) C(z)1 q.4 + R,(z) f(=) + 4.4. (3.5) 
From (3.5), (2.10) and R,(O) = 0, it follows that 
IL&(O) = 0. (3.9) 
By virtue of (3.3), (2.13), (3.4), (3.5), we may write the first of Scott’s trans- 
formation equation 
u(x) = RI(Z) +) + R,(z) u(O) + q.$ (3.10) 
where the differential equations for Z?,(z), &(a), R3(z) given by (2.1 I), (3.6), (3.8), 
respectively, and the initial conditions RI(O) = 0, R2(0) =I In, , Rs(0) = 0 are 
identical to those in Scott’s algorithm (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) respectively. 
The rest of the derivation proceeds in an entirely similar fashion. By making 
use of the fact that C, = V(O), the second equation of (2.7) can be solved for 
v(0) to give 
v(0) = M&z)-1 z(z) - M&-l M&z) u(0) - M&y z)(z). 
Again in anticipation of the result, we set 
(3.11) 
Q&) = W(W, (3.12) 
Q&) = -M4(.z)-1 M,(z) = -Q&) M&z), (3.13) 
Q&z) = -M&+1 I/J(z) = -&(z) $@). (3.14) 
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Since (d/dz) [n/l,(z)-l n/r,(z)] = (d/dz) I, = 0, it follows if we differentiate 
(3.12) that 
Q’Jz) = -Q&) M;(Z) M,(.z-~. 
If  we replace M’,(z) by (2.6d) and if we use (2.13), (3.15) becomes 
(3.15) 
Q’d4 = Q,(z) [%4 + W WI. (3.16) 
By (3.12) and (2.5) 
81(O) = In . (3.17) 
I f  (3.13) is differentiated and (3.16), (2.6c), and (3.4) are substituted for 
Q’l(z), M’,(z), and M,(z) - R,(z) M&z), respectively, the result is 
Q’d4 = Q&4 CW W4. (3.18) 
From (3.13) and (2.5) 
Qn(0) = 0. (3.19) 
Differentiating (3.14), and substituting for Q’l(z) from (3.16) and substituting 
for #‘(z) from the second equation of (2.9) gives 
Q’d4 = Q&9 [CC4 M4 - W4 #(4> + fC41. (3.20) 
By substituting (3.5) for the expression in curly braces, we obtain 
Q’&) = Q&4 [CC4 U4 + f(41. (3.21) 
By (2.10), (3.14) becomes at z = 0 
Q&J) = 0. (3.22) 
Equations (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) now permit (3.11) to be written in the form 
40) = Qd.4 +I + QX4 ~(0) + Q&h (3.23) 
which is the second of Scott’s transformation equations. The differential equa- 
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tions for Q1(z), Q*(z), Qa(z), (3.16), (3.18) and (3.21), respectively, and then 
initial conditions Q,(O) = I, , Q,(O) = 0, Q,(O) = 0 agree identically with the 
Scott algorithm in (1.6). (1.7), (1.8), respectively. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a derivation of Scott’s algorithm for the solution of 
general linear two-point boundary value problems (1.1), (1.2) by invariant 
imbedding. The derivation, which is quite direct, uses only the standard repre- 
sentation (2.7) of the solutions of (1.1) and a representation of the solutions of the 
matrix Riccati equation due to Levin. The idea of the derivation is, first, that 
(2.7) evaluated at z = x adjoined to the boundary conditions (1.2) is a system 
of linear algebraic equation of the proper dimension for the determination of the 
initial and final values u(O), v(O), (” ), (. ), u ‘c o F . and second, that Levin’s theorem 
enables the coefficients in (2.7) to be defined as solutions of a system of six 
initial value problems consisting of a matrix Riccati equation and five linear 
differential equations. 
Other invariant imbedding derivations use the property that the imbedding 
equations are characteristics of a partial differential equation associated with 
(l.l), or consider the right hand endpoint x to be a variable, or appeal to the 
physical origins of equations of the forms (1.1) (1.2) in neutron transport 
problems. Each of these approaches has its own advantages, and each may give 
insight into a particular problem where the others do not. 
In our derivation the explicit representation for R,(z) given by (2.13) shows 
that R,(z) has a pole where the det M4(z) = 0. Now although det M(z) f  0, 
since det M(O) = 1, it is possible for det M4(x) = 0 for some z = zr , and this 
point may not be connected with the so-called critical length; that is a z, such 
that homogeneous versions of the boundary conditions (1.2) (that is, Q = 0, 
?a = 0) adjoined to (3.10) and (3.23) h ave a solution. For problems with constant 
matrices A(z),..., D(z) it is sometimes possible to obtain an explicit representa- 
tion for M,(z), and detailed study of these problems may give an indication of 
the behavior to be expected in a variable coefficient problem. 
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